Abstract-The rapid and accurate detection of network traffic anomaly detection, there were problems in the real-time anomaly is one of the preconditions to guarantee the effective performance and the accuracy of detection still. Researchers work of the network. Aiming at the deficiency of present methods have found that almost all the traffic time-varying signal were of network traffic anomaly detection, we propose a scale-adaptive method based on wavelet packet. By means of wavelet packet mult-scales [13] and the thme-varying signals of the normal decomposition, our method can adjust the decomposition process network traffics and that of the abnormal network traffics were adaptively, has the same detective ability to the anomaly of different in frequency band range. That is to say, the difference various frequency, especially the middle and high frequency ones between anomalous traffics and background traffics is various which can not be checked out by the multi-resolution analysis. By in different frequency bands. In certain frequency band, the means of adaptive reconstruction of the wavelet packet coefficient .
I. INTRODUCTION its components. Therefore, researchers put forward the wavelet The network traffic anomaly refers to the status that traffic analysis approach[14] [15] [16] [17] [18]. behaviors depart from the normal behaviors. Many reasons, As a new technology, anomaly detection of network trafsuch as the misuse of network equipments, network operations fic based on wavelet analysis is taken more seriously reanomaly, flash crowd, network intrusion and so on will cause cently years. VAlarcon-Aquino presented an algorithm based network traffic anomaly. The characteristic of anomaly traffic on undecimated discrete wavelet transform and bayesian is that it breaks out without any omen and can destroy analysis [14] . This algorithm is able to detect and locate subtle networks and computers in a short time (For instance, the changes in variance and frequency in the given time series, but outburst of traffic behavior caused by specific attack programs its decomposition scale is limited and the algorithm is complior worm burst). Therefore, detecting traffic anomaly rapidly cated. Anu Ramanathan presented a WADeS (Wavelet based and accurately is one of the preconditions of ensuring the Attack Detection Signatures) mechanism based on wavelet efficient network operation. The traffic in routers especially the analysis to detect the DDoS attack [15] , which makes wavelet routers in trunk network is very large and change continually, transform for the traffic signals, then computes the variance of while the anomalous traffic is small, compared with the normal the wavelet coefficients to estimate the attack points. However, traffic and changes of the normal traffic. The ultimate aim this method has very high computation complexity. Barford of the anomaly detection algorithm is to detect the relatively presented a method [ 16] presented a method which decomposes small anomaly traffic from the relatively large background network traffic with decimated discrete wavelet transform traffic. It is very difficult to implement this aims, so detection , then synthesizes to Low, Mid, High frequency-parts, and of anomalous traffic has become the attractive and valuable finally detect anomaly with Deviation Scoring respectively. subject in the present academic and industrial circles.
This algorithm is able to detect the flash crowds and short-term Various schemes are proposed for the network traf-anomalies in postmortem. But it doesn't solve the problems fic anomaly detection, such as the case based reasoning of adaptive choice of detective scale and detection timeapproach [1] [17] . This technique can be employed researches have greatly promoted the development of the for postmortem and real-time analysis of outgoing network anomaly detection and improved the detection results con-traffic, but it has not the same detective ability towards stantly. However, due to the complexity of network traffic various frequency anomaly since it is based on multi-resolution (2) DetWin, ( 3) The length of the redundancy data say, the detection method only works well on low frequency anomaly. (2)An anomaly probably distributes in many discontiguous frequency bands, so the detection is unauthentic if frequency anomalies will keep stable when rising to a certain only in one scale. To solve the problems described above, magnitude, and when the detection window is far shorter than this paper proposes a new network anomaly detection method the duration of the low frequency anomalies, the deviation based on wavelet packet transform. our method can adjust the scoring will abruptly change in the both beginning and end decomposition process adaptively, and has the same detective stage of anomalies, as well it will remain in the middle stage.
ability to middle and high frequency as well as low frequency At this time, a long-time anomaly is taken as two short-time anomaly. By means of adaptive reconstruction of the wavelet ones. To solve this problem, we define a mean scoring to detect packet coefficient of different wavelet domains which anomaly, this kind of anomaly. At time t, we compute the mean E1 of our method is able to confirm the characteristics of anomaly the detection window (t -DetWin, t), and the mean E2 of and enhance the reliability of detection.
the historical window (t -HisWin, t). Set ratioE = El/E2
The rest of paper is organized as follows: In Section II we as the mean scoring, which represents the variation of the describe our method for anomaly detection. In Section III we sample in the detection window compared to the historical illustrate the simulation results of our detection method, and normal data. Generally speaking, the mean scoring will be Section IV concludes the paper.
stably larger than 1 at the beginning of the low frequency II. ANOMALY DETECTION OF NETWORK TRAFFIC anomalies. Hence, combing with this mean scoring, we can METHOD BASED ON WAVELET PACKET accurately decide the long-time low frequency anomalies. We A. A Statistical Detection Algorithm will illustrate it in step 3 of simulation.
The statistical detection algorithm is improved by the de-B. Detection Model and The Double Thresholds Mechanism viation scoring algorithm [16] proposed by P. Barford. Two detection windows are applied to the deviation scoring algoThe model of network traffic anomaly detection is shown rithm, one is HisWin, the other DetWin, as it is shown in in Figure 2 . It can be divided into five parts in general, Figure 1 . Both slide with time, and are for real-time update. At such as, wavelet packet analysis, initial anomaly detection, time t, we compute the variance V1 in the detection window reconstruction of wavelet packet and confirmation of anomaly. (t -DetWin, t), and the variance V2 in the historical window The initial anomaly detection applies the double thresholds (t -HisWin, t). We set ratio = V1/V2, then, to some extent, mechanism: they are two thresholds-alert threshold (Ta and the parameter ratio represents the deviation of the sample TEa) and decomposition threshold (Td and TEd), where Ta > variance in the detection window compared to the historical Td, TEa > TEd. If alert threshold is reached, we consider it normal data variance. If the traffic is anomalous in the de-as an anomaly, and if the decomposition threshold is reached, tection window, there must be an increase in the magnitude we consider it as could-be anomaly.
of ratio. The deviation scoring algorithm is originally used in At first, we make multi-scale 1-level decomposition for reconstruction signal, while we made the first improvement by the traffic signals and make wavelet packet decomposition applying such algorithm directly in wavelet packet coefficient. for the coefficient of node [1, 0] to the level 3. Now, we At the initial anomaly detection of time t, through the wavelet can detect the coefficient anomaly under different scales by packet decomposition for the network traffic signals during means of statistic detection algorithm of the sliding window. (t -HisWin, t), we get the wavelet packet coefficient on When it is found that anomaly reaches the alert threshold each scale, which we detect by means of deviation scoring in some certain scale of the former n levels, reconstruction algorithm, then we get to the conclusion that whether there detection starts immediately; if it is still anomalous, it alarms. is an anomaly as long as the value of ratio is beyond the When it is found that anomaly reaches the decomposition alert threshold. At the confirmation of anomaly of time t, we threshold in certain level of the n-th scale, decomposition reconstruct the wavelet packet coefficient on those scales and continues to detect on the level (n + 1), decomposition will detect again by means of deviation scoring algorithm, end until the anomaly reaches the alert threshold or the If we only use deviation scoring to detect anomalies, the low anomaly is below the decomposition threshold.The wavelet frequency anomalies which last for a long-time may be invalid, packet decomposition tree of our method is shown in Figure   The main reason is that, under certain condition the low 3. n ae taO"ktra fficanoTn a1 ydetector 
Confirmation of anomaly:
The anomaly we get from initial detection module may be a mis-detection, so we need 2. Wavelet packet analysis: Even the weak high-frequency to redetect the reconstructed signal to reduce the ratio of misanomaly could be detected from the node [1, 1] , so it is enough detection. Furthermore, 2-abstract DWT has poor performance to make multi-scale decomposition to level 1, and then make in time domain. We can get better performance in time location wavelet packet decomposition from the node [1, 0] . With the if we detect reconstructed signal. In our method, we set an alert increase of the levels of the wavelet packet decomposition, the threshold. If the detection result in reconstructed signal reaches number of the wavelet packet coefficient halves. If the length the alert threshold, we regard it as an anomaly; otherwise, we of the detection series is N, the length of the wavelet packet recognize it as a mis-detection. coefficient series from level j would be N/2i. Besides, since III. RESULTS the wavelet packet decomposition is based on 2-abstract DWT, with the increase of the levels, the nodes of each level increase A. Simulation Backgrounds by way of 2i. Therefore, the levels decomposed in the initial
In our simulation experiments, we adopt the data [19] as period are limited, and afterwards they will continue self-the background traffic, which were gathered by Lawrence adaptive decomposition with the specific detection situations. Berkeley lab in University of California, Berkeley Institute; 3. Initial anomaly detection: Make the initial detection on According to the principle of DDoS attack, we simulate 8 the wavelet packet coefficient of each scale, and check whether data source as attack source, which send a huge volume of there is any anomaly at some moments on this scale, by the traffic to a victim at the same time. We use the DDoS attack means of statistical detection algorithm. If ratio > Ta or as anomalous traffics, which was produced in NS2 simulation ratioE > TEa(that is anomaly), go to step 4; if ratio < . And then we simulate that eight attack source host computers Ta, ratio > Td or ratioE < rEa,tioE > TEd(that is launch attacks to the victim host computer during lOOms at could-be anomaly), we further decompose the wavelet packet random, if each attack source host computer sends data packets coefficient and then detect them by step 3 again; if ratio < by exponential distribution with the average value of 1lOms, it Td, ratioE < TEXI, the could-be anomaly can be removed, is a kind of low-frequency attack; if each attack source host Therefore, the decomposition levels are totally self-adaptive, computer sends 7,5,2,0,3 data packets respectively every 1lOms, coefficient in each corresponding level. As it is shown in Figure 6 (a), Attack 3 surpasses the alert threshold at [1, 1] as it is shown in Figure 6 (c) and 6(d), attack 1 and 2 surpass (a) The traffic signal with attack the alert threshold at [3, 0] and [3, 2] respectively, thus they are only by using deviation scoring, we cannot detect out attack 1 I r A .
1completely. As is shown in Figure 11( Figure 5 l.Make 1-level multi-scale decomposition to the traffic(dno[32a [3] signals and initial anomaly detection on the wavelet packet 
